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BC42 - low back  
pneumatic lift          
pivot backrest              
back height adjustment 

back depth adjustment 

BC44 – added features: 

tilting backrest 

tilting seat 

 

 

BR-2 width adjustable loop arm 

adjustable width range of 2.5” 

 

BR-5 adjustable T arms     

adjustable height range of 2.5”              

adjustable width range of 2.5”   

BC46 - mid back  
pneumatic lift               

pivot backrest             

back height adjustment 

back depth adjustment 

 BC 48 – added features: 

tilting backrest                

tilting seat 

BC41 - low back stool 
pneumatic lift                

pivot backrest               

back height adjustment   

back depth adjustment  

18” chrome footring 

BC45 – added features:    

tilting backrest & tilting seat 

 

BC task series effectively meets all your multi-task seating 

requirements in office environments and at home. Each chair 

is engineered and manufactured to the highest standards. 

Construction features backrest vertical lumbar support and a 

beautiful sculptured contoured indented molded foam seat 

and back. Each model also includes pneumatic seat height 

adjustment, specially designed 5-star shell base with hooded 

casters, and optional contour-molded arms. 

regular casters          reverse braking casters safety soft casters            

               CAS-RB   CAS-SS                                            
comes standard on chairs        locks in place when chair for hard floors – minimizes     

          is not in use   movement when NOT in use 
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BC85 - low back  
pneumatic lift          
swivel/rocking tilt      
back depth adjustment 

tilt lock at upright only 

tension knob              

optional fixed loop arms 

or adjustable T arms     

 

 

 

 

BC86 - mid back  
pneumatic lift          
swivel/rocking tilt             
tilt lock at upright only 

tension knob              

fixed loop arms standard 

 

 

BC87 - high back  
pneumatic lift          
swivel/rocking tilt             
tilt lock at upright only 

tension knob              

fixed loop arms standard 

 

 

BC98 - mid back  
pneumatic lift             
simple knee tilt                      
tilt lock at upright only 

tension knob                     

fixed loop arms standard 

black leather/vinyl standard 

 

 

BC99 - high back  
pneumatic lift              
simple knee tilt                       
tilt lock at upright only   

tension knob                      

fixed loop arms standard 

black leather/vinyl  standard 

 

 

BC executive seating 
blends function and beauty 

with a contoured seat 

cushion for comfort, and a 

lumbar support cushion that 

conforms to your lower and 

upper back for a more 

“customized” fit.  The thicker 

seat & back gives the BC 

executive series a high-end 

look with improved comfort 

 


